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In this compilation of recently published articles, we explore an exciting new concept that we call 
‘Connected Living’ and the latest porcelain product ranges that offer complementary interior tiles, 
exterior specification paving and a full suite of surface solutions, so joining up ‘Inside & Out’ like 
never before.
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Creating seamless surface transitions throughout built environments and between interior and exterior 
living spaces is a design concept that we call ‘Connected Living’.

Partnering with the top-tier producers of porcelain tiles in Italy, the Minoli offering now comprises a 
holistic system of surface solutions for use on walls and floors, inside and outdoors, for interior and 
garden designers, professional architects and landscapers, housebuilders and property developers.

This unprecedented portfolio has been compiled to fulfil the most forward-thinking design 
requirements and integrated architectural schemes. With carefully curated collections to suit both 
modern and traditional properties, the breadth of designs include natural stone and concrete effects 
through to those that emulate marble, wood and metallic finishes.

The pace of innovation in the manufacture of new surface treatments, sizes and patterns is remarkable 
and the products now featured in Minoli’s product ranges are purposefully focused on providing 
comprehensive, cutting edge and creative solutions to fulfil the increasingly diverse needs of the 
leading design practices.
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Progressive Product 
Developments
Advancements in tiles for indoor use have seen the emergence of extended lines of extra-large format 
slabs that allow uninterrupted floor to ceiling coverage, a wider availability of different finishes including 
polished, matt, brushed, textured, structured and hammered, higher definition graphics and new 
techniques in transparent layering that produce designs with extraordinary depth and movement.

Over recent years however, beyond tiles for interior use, Minoli’s Italian production partners have 
focused investment into the manufacture of high-performance outdoor porcelain paving. Some of the 
progressive product developments mentioned above are also being applied to the expanding product 
lines that are purposefully produced for exterior installations, in a durable 20 mm thickness with 
increased load bearing, frost proofing and slip-resistance.

As such, many in Minoli’s extensive ranges have coordinating interior tiles and exterior pavers to match, 
so very consistent indoor to outside transitions can be achieved. We also stock a wide choice of 
complementary ranges that have different designs and colour palettes with compatible sizes. These 
can be laid to deliver visual alignment, but also fulfil requirements for a greater step-change in surface, 
whether within blended schemes or to create bolder breakpoints.

A 9 mm thickness indoor tile, which may be matt or gloss and easy to clean, is paired with a grippy, 
20 mm external counterpart with a higher anti-slip rating, such as those ranging R11 and above. With 
outdoor paving now available in sizes up to 120/120, many of the Minoli series allow designers to 
achieve continuity of large format flooring through bi-fold doors to patios and terraces.

The Advantages of Porcelain 
 
 
Overall, whether for inside applications or for installation outdoors, compared to natural materials, 
porcelain tiles are more durable, stain and fade resistant, easier to clean and maintain, do not require 
sealing, are more uniform in production and are easier to install. With crisp rectified edges and exact 
calibrated sizes, interior and exterior porcelain products can be fitted with greater precision allowing for 
highly technical designs to be realised within both private residences and commercial properties.

What’s more, these cutting-edge manufacturing methodologies take porcelain stoneware to new 
levels of realism and bring new dimensions in texture and tone. Not only are we seeing unmatched 
representation of the irregular markings found in natural surfaces, with greater diversity in pattern 
frequency, manufactured porcelain tiles become almost indistinguishable from their quarried 
counterparts, but with many practical and environmental advantages.

An increasingly important consideration in modern building specifications is the sustainability of both 
the materials used in construction and the performance of the final built environment. Porcelain tiles 
are manufactured according to energy and water-efficiency criteria and are an environmentally friendly 
choice due to their long-lasting and recyclable characteristics. Furthermore, their production is ‘zero 
waste’, based on the use of natural and always reusable materials, and porcelain tiles do not contain 
any volatile organic compounds (VOCs), formaldehyde, PVC, plastics or petroleum derivatives.

Frost  
Resistant

Fade  
Resistant

Stain   
Resistant

Easy to 
Clean
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Supply & Service Solutions
In short, the new technologies employed in the production of Italian porcelain continue to raise both 
creative and quality benchmarks and new transportation techniques enable Minoli to stock and supply 
a greater variety of sizes and specifications to professional and residential clients, from our centrally 
located warehouses, here in the UK. 

In addition to our proficiency in importing and distributing tiles, we also have expert teams at our 
showrooms in London and at our Oxford Distribution Centre, and dedicated account managers, working 
with our corporate clients and design practices throughout the Capital, Home Counties, Southeast, 
Southern England and southerly parts of the Midlands.

For architects, interior designers, housebuilders and property developers, whether for small-scale room 
refurbishments or complete property renovations, new build developments or commercial, workplace 
and hospitality projects, we provide a range of services to support their business needs:

• Design consultations in-store or at a preferred location

• Product and technical insights for designers, architects and specifiers

• Detailed specifications for residential and commercial projects 

• Client and customer meeting facilities

• Sample selection and ordering

• Supply of fixatives and accessories

• Tile ordering and delivery

• Stockholding for bespoke schemes 

With a portfolio of precision porcelain and ceramic wall and floor tiles, large format slabs, outdoor 
paving, mosaics and decor ranges, Minoli now has all the products to realise the concept of  
‘Connected Living – Inside & Out’, with a service considered second to none.
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The latest technical advancements in porcelain stoneware 
enable interior and garden designers, professional architects 
and landscapers, housebuilders and property developers 
to realise the most creative and inventive designs.

New manufacturing methodologies take porcelain stoneware 
to unprecedented levels of realism and deliver new types of 
texture and tone. Over their natural quarried counterparts, 
stone-effect porcelain tiles are more durable, stain and fade 
resistant, easier to clean and maintain, do not require sealing, 
are more uniform in size and are easier to install with precision.

With a comprehensive portfolio of high-performance 
porcelain tiles, large format slabs, outdoor paving, mosaics 
and decor ranges, Minoli has all the products to fulfil 
the most forward-thinking interior and exterior design 
requirements and integrated architectural schemes.

Celebrating one of the most prestigious and iconic 
architectural materials, Marvel Travertine captures the 
aesthetic appeal of natural stone with such authenticity, 

but with all the functional benefits of technically 
advanced porcelain. In three sublimely subtle tones, 
including White, Sand and Pearl, Marvel Travertine 
creates a calming and contemporary canvas against 
which to feature furniture, fixtures and fittings.

In Vein Cut and Cross Cut patterns, this collection has a 
dual identity, providing two sensuous surfaces for different 
design directions and a variety of settings, including 
residential, commercial and hospitality. Vein Cut, which is 
more akin to traditional Travertine, exposes linear streaks in 
the pattern, whereas Cross Cut reveals more distinct colour 
variation adding a greater dimension of depth to designs. 

As well as a wide range of tiles and extra-large slab formats 
for wall and floor applications, plus 20 mm pavers for use 
outdoors, the Marvel Travertine series also features an 
extensive collection of Decor Tiles and Mosaics. With such 
depth and breadth of sizes, surfaces and thicknesses, 
Marvel Travertine provides an architectural system 
with which to fulfil the most contemporary designs.

Technical Stoneware

New manufacturing 
methodologies take porcelain 
stoneware to unprecedented 
levels of realism and deliver 
new types of texture and tone.

Further details and specifications for the Minoli 
Marvel Travertine series can be found here within 
the Marvel range section of our website.

Building on the already successful Boost series, the  
Boost Stone range of rectified Italian porcelain tiles is 
inspired by limestone extracted from the French Pyrenees. 
Manufactured using the highest-grade materials, the exquisite 
attention to detail in production reproduces the natural look 
and inherent irregularities of stone with exacting fidelity.

Depending on the nature of the space and design intent, 
Boost Stone comes in a variety of ten tempting tints. These 
span from deep, indulgent and opulent tones such as 
Tobacco and Tarmac, through to paler palettes of Pearl 
and Ivory that amplify both space and light. With careful 
balance and contrast, the array of tone-on-tone combinations 
lend themselves to so many architectural applications.

Another defining feature of this series is the sheer diversity 
of format, with most colourways featuring up to ten different 
dimensions ranging from standard tile sizes, through to 
120/278 slabs that offer single, full-height coverage from 
floor to ceiling. All colours also come with a variety of 
coordinating modern mosaics and delightful decor designs.

This sublime collection can be paired with complementary 
outdoor tiles creating contemporary continuity between 
interior and exterior living spaces. These tiles for exterior 
applications feature higher anti-slip ratings, are resistant 
to extreme temperatures and weather conditions, 
and are of a 20 mm thickness for extra durability.

Full technical details for the extensive Boost Stone 
series are available on our website here.
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Minoli ranges that offer both complementary interior 
tiles and exterior specification paving include porcelain 
tiles that emulate the pebble patterns of the most 
sought-after sedimentary rock, as famed for its use 
in period and modern Milanese architecture.

While natural stone can often be seen as the most authentic 
solution for period buildings, traditional homes and new 
builds, in today’s house building and corporate construction 
markets, more savvy developers and designers are turning 
to porcelain tiles as the viable and desirable contender. 

We’ve seen a renaissance in the specification of stone-
effect surfaces from those seeking to fuse contemporary 
design with more classic environments. We’re also seeing 
designers experimenting with mixed surfaces from different 
but complementary ranges. The broader colour palettes 
available allow for new colour matching opportunities that 
yield spaces with different atmospheres and stylistic accents.

Boost Mix is inspired by the renowned Ceppo Di Grè 
stone from the north-western shores of Lake Iseo in 
Italy. Distinct and dynamic in design, Boost Mix comes 
in three mesmerising, modern shades ranging through 
warm and light, to dark and cool colourways. 

Boost Mix is beautifully balanced to work with complementary 
products in the wider Boost series, comprising Boost, Boost 
Stone and Boost Natural. This provides architects and 
designers with a comprehensive solution for finishing any type 
of internal or external space, whether residential or commercial.

With common or complementary colour palettes across 
the different ranges, Boost Mix allows for new tone-on-tone 
combinations and contrasts with its vibrant and varied 
appearance. Beyond interior floors and walls, with such an 
extensive range of modular formats available, we’re seeing 
new architectural and exterior design applications.

Pebble Patterned

The broader colour palettes 
available allow for new colour 
matching opportunities 
that yield spaces with 
different atmospheres 
and stylistic accents.

In superior, technically advanced porcelain and with smooth 
and grippy surfaces, designers are using this material for 
exterior facades, pool surrounds, patio paving, balconies, 
pathways and even outdoor kitchens and garden living 
spaces. Also available in extra-large format slabs, the 
Boost Mix series is ideal for installation where a more 
continuous surface will enhance the end appearance.

Further details and specifications for the Minoli Boost 
Mix series can be found on our website here. 

The Norway range has a pleasing and playful pebble-effect 
and is inspired by ornamental stones found around the lakes 
of Lombardy in Northern Italy. With such variety of shape 
and shading within the pronounced patterning, Norway 
brings interest and individuality to any environment.

The multi-toned tiles in the collection are now available in 
eight different creative colours spanning rich and warm tints 
through to cooler combinations. The latest designs include 
Norway Oken with warmer biscuity beige and brown tones, Hav 
which mixes pale blues with flinty features, and Grus which has 
the greys of graphite and gravel and flecks of oxidised iron.

The Norway series has a wide a variety of formats 
which include standard tile sizes, large format slabs and 
decorative mosaics, different surface finishes and both 
indoor and outdoor specification products. With so many 
options available, this collection has established itself 
with housebuilders, developers, interior designers and 
architects as a solution to so many surface requirements.

Full technical details for the Minoli Norway 
series are available on our website here.
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Collections inspired by quartzite fuse the varied veining of 
marble with the glistening graining of granite. The spectrum 
of colours and finishes available across these collections is 
remarkable and distinctive. Spanning cool, calming creams 
and greys with soft and structured surfaces, through warmer 
tan and biscuit tones with fiery, ferrous flecks, to rugged 
reflections of raw rock with striations and crystalline inclusions.

Whilst faithfully capturing the earthy appearance and 
rocky relief of their organic origin, they also promote the 
practicalities of high-grade porcelain, being easy to clean, 
pleasing to touch, stain and fade resistant and more 
uniform in production for ease of exact installation.

Norde is inspired by natural quartzite stones that, through 
a varied mineral composition, feature colour change 
and movement as light plays across their structured 

surfaces. These are truly technical tiles, with particular 
product strengths being the detailed graphics, varied 
shades, rich colours and authentic irregularities.

Another notable feature of this range is the common 
dimensions available across the indoor and outdoor 
specification products with precision rectified edges. With 
60/60 and 60/120 available in both interior 9 mm and 
exterior 20 mm thickness, there are various other sizes 
that will also align. The Norde series is available in Matt, 
Grip, Roccia and Textured finishes depending on size, 
with slip resistance ratings ranging from R10 to R12.

Full technical details for the Minoli Norde series 
are available on our website here.

The spectrum of colours 
and finishes available 
across these collections is 
remarkable and distinctive.

As part of the Minoli Contemporary Collection, the Trust series 
is favoured by interior designers and architects for its intensely 
chromatic and varied veining, influenced by stone from 
Luserna San Giovanni in the Peidmont region of Italy. Almost 
indistinguishable from their quarried counterparts, these 
premium porcelain tiles and outdoor pavers encapsulate the 
essence of natural stone in their true tones and tactile textures.

With a variety of sizes and surfaces suitable for use on 
walls and floors, inside and outdoors, designing a space 
with Minoli Trust becomes a more creative and less 
constrained process. These multi-tonal tiles range from 
soft and neutral shades, through metallic-like tones, to 
bold and blended colourways, with block-work and slim 
brick mosaics to create distinctive features and finishes.

Explore the full range of colours, sizes and finishes 
in the Minoli Trust series on our website here.

The Bravestone series is characterised by the variety of 
layered shading within the stone-effect surfaces which 
brings a dynamic dimension to interior and exterior 
settings. Purposefully in sync with current trends in 
decor and architectural design, the complementary 
colour palette ranges from muted off-white to enchanting 
charcoal, with three graduated greys between.

Each colourway features up to nine different sizes and 
formats, with a choice of three precision cut and three-
dimensional modern mosaics, providing a catalyst for 
creativity in residential or commercial projects.

Further details and specifications for the Minoli 
Bravestone series can be found on our website here. 

Captivating Quartzite
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The veracity and variety of wood-effect tiles realistically 
replicates the timber tones of so many species. Across 
the breadth and depth of Minoli’s wood-look collections, 
specific ranges offer up distinctly different aesthetic 
qualities to support the trend of incorporating natural 
finishes into both traditional and modern interior designs.

The very latest advancements in wood-effect porcelain 
have also seen the introduction of outdoor specification 
product lines, with a 20 mm thickness and R11 slip 
resistance ratings. With these exterior use attributes, 
Minoli’s wood-look ranges are often specified as 
alternatives to timber or composite decking.

Over natural wood, porcelain tiles have practical advantages 
in that they will not shrink, split or splinter, warp or show 
wear, and they are ultimately easier to clean and maintain. 
Being almost impervious to moisture and dirt, they are 
better suited for use in humid and wet areas, will not rot or 
attract algae, are highly resistant to extreme temperatures 
and are excellent conductors of underfloor heating.

The Etic series faithfully reproduces the organic irregularities 
of real wood with extraordinary detail, but with all the technical 
advantages of a high-performance, rectified porcelain product. 
Within the surface we see the natural knots and gorgeous 
graining you would find in hardwood planks, with matt/natural 
and grip finishes for indoor tiles and a textured, slip-resistant 
surface and a 20 mm thickness for outdoor applications.

For interior installations, Minoli Etic features perfectly plank-
like proportions of 22.5/90 and 25/150. With a choice of seven 
different colourways spanning from rich, dark tones, through 
warm, oaken shades, to soft and paler palettes, selected 
designs are also available in colour-coordinated chevron, 
herringbone and decor tiles. Also in 30/120 dimensions, 
Etic Rovere Venice and Noce Hickory can be ordered as 
20 mm outdoor pavers, so enabling integrated designs 
to be realised through interior and exterior settings.

Full technical details are available for the 
Minoli Etic series on our website here.

Specific ranges offer up 
distinctly different aesthetic 
qualities to support the trend 
of incorporating natural 
finishes into both traditional 
and modern interior designs.

The Travelling series is a relatively compact range in 
terms of colour and format, yet highly contemporary. The 
slim 19.7/120 profile of the precision interior porcelain 
planks seemingly extends a space with their lean, linear 
look, available in a Matt and Textured/Strutturato surfaces. 
Whilst one often first thinks of wood-look tiles as a 
surface solution for floors, we’re seeing more innovative 
installations of the 9.5 mm thickness product on walls in 
living areas, bathrooms and to clad other vertical surfaces.

Travelling has the authentic look of planed wood but the 
surface is just softly structured to have the texture of 
timber underfoot with a safe and splinter-free surface. 
As such, the series can be used to great effect within 
residential or commercial properties and hospitality venues, 
to fulfil either traditional or modern designs. The outdoor 
versions of the Travelling series are available to order in 
the East Grey and South Gold designs, in a 30/120 size 
with a 20 mm thickness for increased load bearing.

You can read more about the Travelling 
series on our website, here.

Wonderful Wood
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Alongside Minoli’s extensive ranges that have coordinating 
interior tiles and exterior pavers within the same series, 
we also stock a wide choice of different distinct ranges 
that have complementary designs, colour palettes and 
compatible sizes. These can be laid to deliver visual 
alignment so consistent indoor to outside transitions 
can be achieved, but also fulfil designs that demand 
a greater a step-change in surface, whether within 
blended schemes or to create bolder breakpoints.

Some of these mixed and matched pairings are from the 
Minoli Contemporary Collection of tiles featuring the very 
latest formats and exclusive deigns. However, others are 
within our Core Collection which allows developers, designers 
and homeowners to specify products with advantageous 
price points where projects have finite budgets. These are 
still high-performance porcelain products but have been 
selected specifically to fulfil design and development 
briefs where greater value engineering is required.

Coordinating Core Collections

The Twenty series features in the Outdoor By Minoli 
Collection of 20 mm thickness porcelain pavers, but 
represents exceptional value in 60/60 dimensions. When 
paired with other 60/60-sized interior floor tiles from the 
Minoli Core Collection, near seamless transitions can 
be achieved between indoor and outside spaces, within 
cost constraints but without compromise on quality.

Take for instance the Twenty Outdoor 20 mm product in 
the Crust colourway, which pairs beautifully with the 8 mm 
indoor Codec range in the Ecru design. These rectified 
porcelain collections have hybrid concrete / stone-effect 
finishes and remarkably similar textures and tones. With 
layers of creamy coffee and biscuity beige, they feature 
the irregular markings of a natural material and can be 
laid to align with their mutual 598/598 mm formats.

Similarly, Twenty Outdoor Darkness coordinates cleverly 
with the Direction range in the Dark design, again in a 60/60 

Whilst many in Minoli’s 
extensive ranges have been 
designed for dual-purpose 
with their own interior tiles 
and exterior pavers, there 
also are numerous inventive 
options to mix and match.

size. With tints of tarmac and slate-like looks, Twenty has 
a textured finish with a slip-resistance rating of R11, which 
complements the matt/natural indoor finish of Direction.

Full specifications can be found in our product sections for the 
Twenty Outdoor, Codec and Direction ranges. 

Contemporary Collection Combinations

From the Minoli Contemporary Collection, the Boost series 
is soft and sumptuous, creating sleek and stylish spaces 
wherever it is installed. This premium, porcelain product allows 
you to bring a sense of indulgent, urban luxury and a modern, 
technical aesthetic, using the latest manufacturing methods.

In the Smoke colourway, Boost marries magnificently with 
Twenty Cloud, both available in a 60/60 size. Whilst Boost 
has its own exterior specification pavers, pairing with Twenty 
allows exterior alignment for a lower financial outlay. Sharing 
shades of pebble and pewter, these minimalist matt materials 
bring an industrial allure to interior and exterior environments.

Upscaling to 80/80 dimensions, Glocal Perfect is perfectly 
partnered with Clay Delight, as both are light grey and layered 
with silver and steel. Although Clay Delight is also available 
to order in a proprietary outdoor design, Glocal Perfect is 
held as a UK stock item at Minoli’s Distribution Centre, along 
with the other ranges in the Outdoor By Minoli Collection.

Whilst many in Minoli’s extensive ranges have been 
designed for dual-purpose with their own interior tiles 
and exterior pavers, there are also numerous inventive 
options to mix and match series with symmetrical sizes.

Full technical details are available on our website 
for the Boost, Glocal and Clay collections.

Mixed & Matched
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State-of-the-art manufacturing techniques provide 
unprecedented opportunities in the production of marble-look 
and metal-effect porcelain tiles. The choice of designs, textures, 
sizes and colourways allows interior designers, architects and 
housebuilders to conceive ever-more ingenious applications 
in residential properties and commercial premises.

The leading producers in Italian ceramics are using higher 
definition graphics, transparent layering and new surface 
treatments to reproduce marble and metal in porcelain 
with remarkable realism. For interior settings, the sheer 
diversity of the latest series provides comprehensive 
product portfolios with which to complete any creative 
design concept. With extra-large format slabs to enable 
continuous wall coverage, distinctive decor and mosaics 
tiles to bring tone and texture, and different finishes from 
high gloss to hammered, the options are almost endless.

Such is the demand for exterior specification products 
that marble and metal-effect ranges are now available 

in 20 mm thickness with slip-resistant, structured 
surfaces and frost-proof properties. This allows for 
design schemes to flow flawlessly through bi-fold doors 
and picture windows onto patios and paved areas.

Celebrating a decade of continuous evolution for the 
frequently specified Marvel series, Ten-X is collection 
of extraordinary, marble-effect, premium porcelain tiles, 
expansive slabs and mesmerizing mosaics. Inspired by 
the most contemporary stoneware and designed with the 
closest attention to every detail, this collection features 
sublimely soft backgrounds, high-definition graphics and 
a remarkable depth of design. An exceptional variety of 
colour palettes includes warm whites with gold and ashen 
veining, silvery greys with graphite graining and stormy, 
smoky shades with striking streaks of brass and pearl.

The range of formats and finishes is unrivalled with 16 interior 
tiles for floors and walls, with sizes from 30/60 to 120/278, 
providing four different finishes including Polished/Lappato, 

The choice of designs, 
textures, sizes and colourways 
allows interior designers, 
architects and housebuilders 
to conceive ever-more 
ingenious applications.

Silk, Matt/Natural and Strutturato/Textured. The outdoor 
porcelain pavers are available in 60/120 dimensions and 
feature an innovative new Hammered finish that reproduces 
a surface like natural split stone that has been beaten 
and brushed to provide grip and comfort underfoot. 

Further details and specifications for the Minoli 
Marvel Ten-X series can be found here within 
the Marvel range section of our website.

Blaze Corten has the rich, fiery tints of tarnished copper and 
oxidised iron and makes a bold statement with its deep and 
decadent design. The oxidisation process was studied in detail 
by designers to understand the way surfaces evolve, developing 
unparalleled spectrums in tone and aesthetic complexity, 
which have been captured with explicit and enchanting realism. 

Sizes range from 37.5/75 to the impressive 120/278 slabs 
which bring a true factory feel to the most modern designs 
and those inspired by an earlier industrial age. Variants 
for use outside also come in generous 120/120 and 60/60 
formats, with 20 mm thickness and an R11 anti-slip rating. 
With precision rectified edges, Blaze Corten can be used 
to great effect to realise highly technical and individual 
installations on walls and floors, inside and outdoors.

You can find details of the full range of colours, sizes and 
finishes of Minoli Blaze Corten on our website here.

Marble & Metal
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Porcelain tile ranges that emulate the multi-tonal layers 
of limestone bring warmth and depth to designs as never 
before. As a naturally occurring sedimentary rock, limestone 
has long been favoured in architecture and design as an 
abundant and versatile material for structures and surfaces, 
but the latest porcelain tile collections have inherent 
advantages. Unlike their quarried stone counterparts, 
porcelain tiles do not require sealing, will not corrode 
over time, are non-porous, resistant to stains and have 
precision rectified edges for ease of exact installation.

In these interpretations of stone in porcelain, we find 
a kind of symbiosis between nature and architecture, 
where technically demanding designs can be realised 
using materials of organic appearance but with the 
qualities of a man-made, high-performance product. 
The mottled markings and subtle striations have been 
created with such broad pattern frequency that these tiles 
are almost indiscernible from stone of natural origin. 

Aix-en-Provence is nestled in the hills above the 
Mediterranean and, if you’ve ever strolled its streets, you’ll 
find this collection reminiscent of the beautiful stonework 
villas of that French region. The Aix series has defined 
shade variation in its pattern and, while this gives the 
appearance of a more strongly structured surface, both 
the indoor and outdoor derivatives are deceptively smooth, 
but with R10 and R11 slip resistance respectively.

The Aix series has the look of weathered stone and would 
work beautifully to realise more classical or traditional 
design schemes. Available in three warm and welcoming 
tones, Aix Blanc is sandy with brighter, lighter accents 
and tints of taupe, Aix Beige is more bronzed, with a 
biscuit base layer, tan and toffee tones and Aix Cendre is 
smouldering with a palette mix from mushroom to mink. 

Further details and specifications for the Minoli Aix 
Ranges can be found on our website here.

The mottled markings and 
subtle striations have been 
created with such broad 
pattern frequency that these 
tiles are almost indiscernible 
from stone of natural origin. 

Lims draws inspiration from various types of Limestone 
renowned across Europe from Portugal, Germany, 
France, Italy and Slovenia. Lims brings colour and 
warmth but in a measured and muted way, allowing 
other furnishings and fittings to complement or contrast, 
depending on the desired design direction.

Alongside standard sized tiles, large format slabs and outdoor 
product lines, Lims also features a selection of four different 
decor or mosaic tiles with which to create feature areas or 
provide extra grip or texture in wet areas of the home.

You can find details of the full range of colours, sizes 
and finishes of Minoli Lims on our website here.

Elysian elevates the effect of natural stoneware to new 
levels of architectural and aesthetic appeal. From a 
distance, the softly shaded surfaces appear minimalist, 
while up close we find the nuances and delicate detailing 
of the minerals found in the original material.

Elysian is a compact and uncomplicated collection, within 
which the Meditarranea colourway has a creamy and 
cloud-like composition, and the Desert Stone design is 
slightly duskier and varied in tone. Both indoor and outdoor 
variants feature in an 80/80 size so surfaces can be aligned 
with near seamless interior to exterior transitions.

Explore the Elysian range further on our website here.

Layered Limestone
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The latest generation of porcelain tiles that capture the look 
of concrete and clay offer soft, subtle surface reliefs and a 
superfine composition. Principally available in matt, natural or 
grippy finishes, their overlaid, tone-on-tone colour combinations 
create discernible depth and movement within designs.

Regarded as more sophisticated and sought after in 
recent years, we’re quite familiar with the look of cast, 
poured or rendered surfaces in both interior and exterior 
settings. Porcelain tiles that have a concrete or clay-like 
appearance can aptly fulfil the brief for an industrial, urban 
or minimalist design direction but also provide a more 
versatile solution through their different sizes, surface 
treatments, colour palettes and coordinating decor tiles.

With their stripped-back finishes and light patterning, 
within these ranges there are perfect interior and 
exterior matches in selected colours, but they also 
allow for tints and tones to be mixed to complement or 
contrast, on wall and floors, inside and outdoors.

Drawing inspiration from raw material elements and Italian 
architecture, the Boost Natural collection uses the latest 
production technologies to replicate the soft surface relief 
of clay. The five neutral earthy hues of the Boost Natural 
range effortlessly enable authentic finishes to be achieved 
within any space and offer depth and warmth whilst 
maintaining an exquisite and contemporary aesthetic.

Depending on the preferred colour and size, Matt or Grip 
finishes are available, with textured 20 mm outdoor pavers 
to order in the Ecru, Ash and Kaolin colourways, which align 
with internal tiling in 60/60 and 120/120 dimensions.

Further details and specifications for the Minoli Boost 
Natural series can be found on our website here. 

The Minoli Flux series is compact and remarkably 
cost effective. Whilst purposefully positioned at a 
lower price point, there’s no compromise on quality 
for these Italian porcelain tiles, with rectified edges 
and symmetry of inside and outdoor sizing.

Within these ranges there are 
perfect interior and exterior 
matches in selected colours, 
but they also allow for tints 
and tones to be mixed to 
complement or contrast.

Being from our Core Essentials Collection, all Flux Bone 
and Flux Concrete tiles and exterior pavers are held 
in plentiful UK stock, ready for prompt delivery. With a 
Matt / Natural finish, interior use tiles come in 30/60 
and 60/60 sizes giving options for both walls and floors, 
with 20 mm outdoor products also in the 60/60 size.

Full technical details for the Minoli Flux series 
are available on our website here.

The Prism series takes concrete-effect tiling to new 
levels of creativity with seven different shades ranging 
from the powdered pink of Bloom, through pale creams, 
beiges and greys to the leaden look of Graphite. 

Prism is an extensive collection, with Matt, Silk, Grip and 
a Structured exterior use finish available for specific 
formats and colours, plus matching mosaic and decor 
options. With such a choice of shapes, shades and 
sizes, Prism offers a surface solution with which to 
connect-up any indoor or outside living areas.

You can read more about the popular 
Prism series on our website here.

Concrete & Clay
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Wooden boards are often thought of as a traditional floor 
finish but, whilst incorporating the irregular grains, figures, 
knots and notches of natural wood, porcelain planking 
can be produced to exacting specifications with precision 
rectified edges and continuous calibrated sizes.

Porcelain tiles can also be manufactured in a wider 
range of colours but with greater consistency. Higher 
pattern frequencies ensure the diversity and distribution 
of the design appears organic, but production in 
parcels using the same batch of raw materials ensures 
a homogeneous chromatic finish. The most avant-
garde ranges include the silver tones of birch, through 
tints of teak and hazelnut, to ashen oak and ebony.

As the name suggests, Essenza Oudh seeks to capture 
the essence of wood in its design and embraces the 
urge to get back in touch with nature using materials 
with tactile textures and warm, natural colours.

These wonderful wood-effect tiles, in various lengths 
and large format slabs, are designed with the look 
of a closer grain pattern and with all the technical 
advantages of a high-performance porcelain product.

This is a very versatile range with seven creative colours 
that echo the elegance and tactile texture of timber, 
providing designers, architects and property developers 
with exciting options to experiment and differentiate their 
developments with new surface solutions. For use on 
walls or floors, with specifications for installation inside or 
outdoors, this wood-look series stands out for the choice of 
sizes, colours, formats, decor tiles and mosaics it offers. 

Further details for the Essenza Oudh range 
are available on our website here.

Twelvenoon has the wonderful warmth of weathered wood 
with the gnarly knots and gorgeous graining you would 
expect in the natural product, but with all the practical 

Whilst incorporating the 
irregular grains, figures, 
knots and notches of 
natural wood, porcelain 
planking can be produced 
to exacting specifications.

benefits of man-made porcelain. With Matt/Natural and Grip/
Textured surface options for inside and outdoors, whilst 
Twelvenoon looks more distressed and open grained, it 
has a softly structured surface for comfort underfoot.

Unlike true timber, porcelain tiles have near zero porosity 
and are therefore almost entirely impervious to water, 
oil and dirt. As such they highly resistant to damage 
from frost or heat, are efficient conductors of underfloor 
heating and will not distort, fade or split with time.

Twelvenoon’s contemporary credentials are evidenced in the 
five forward-looking colourways that echo the urban ambiance 
of warehouse lofts and factory floors. We’ve seen great 
examples of different designs being mixed to create patchwork 
quilts of colour, or plank shapes interlaid between strips of 
chevron format tile to create interesting textures and patterns.

Visit our website to explore the Twelvenoon 
range in more detail, here.

Contemporary Timber
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New manufacturing methods allow for ever-more sophisticated 
surfaces to be realised as demonstrated in the latest ranges 
that feature microfine finishes. With matt, grip, brushed and 
subtly structured surfaces, these sublimely soft-textured tiles 
have such density and depth of colour and bring a serene 
solidity to the most contemporary and technical designs. 

Whilst at first perceived as quite plain in appearance, 
there’s an exquisite and evolving complexity within these 
porcelain collections. Comprising layers of muted, pastel-
like shades of grey, beige, taupe and brown, the surfaces 
created present a cross between powder coating and resin 
with gentle brushstrokes and mottled markings. When used 
to great effect on walls or floors, these delicately detailed 
tiles create a blended backdrop against which to showcase 
other standout artworks, ornaments, furnishings and fabrics.

With matched sizes for interior tiles and exterior pavers, 
a wide variety of formats and surface treatments, plus 
some of the most unique and imaginative mosaic and 

decor products, these microfine finished ranges provide 
comprehensive collections with which to complete all manner 
of interior, exterior and integrated architectural designs. 

The Boost series is one of the most technologically 
advanced collections on the market comprising concrete 
and organic effect finishes. Boost is purposefully produced 
to work with complementary products in the wider Boost 
series, comprising Boost Stone, Boost Natural and Boost 
Mix. This provides design professionals and architects 
with a workable solution for finishing all manner of internal 
or external space, whether residential or commercial.

The versatility of Boost is born out in the breadth of 
finishes, variety of sizes from standard tiles to expansive 
slabs, and the wide range of colours and designs. There 
are nine concrete-effect base tiles ranging from ivory and 
cream through to tobacco and tarmac, as well as three 
with more pronounced patterning resembling distressed 
paint, silver birch bark and banana tree leaves.

These sublimely soft-
textured tiles have such 
density and depth of colour 
and bring a serene solidity 
to the most contemporary 
and technical designs. 

Further details and technical specifications for the 
Boost series can be found on our website here.

The Minoli Clay series has been purposefully produced with 
professional designers and architects front of mind. When 
you look at the mellow chromatic spectrum with hints of 
mushroom and mink, steel and slate, the refined smooth 
surfaces and the variety of scale with 20/80 planks, sizeable 
160/160 squares and extra-large 120/278 slabs, you can see 
how the collection represents a holistic system of surfaces.

From a professional designer’s perspective, the Clay 
collection also enables them to use seamless sections of 
superfine porcelain to create a canvas for other decorative 
materials, furnishing and fixtures. Alongside the more 
subtle and subdued standard tiles, delightfully detailed 
decor tiles and mosaics provide further opportunities 
to form feature areas and introduce tactile textures.

You can explore the full Clay collection on our website here.

Microfine Finishes
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For more information
 
 
For more details or to explore the Minoli system of surface solutions in person, why not contact our teams today:

 
Minoli London - 020 7474 2934 / thesurfacewithin@minoli.co.uk

Minoli Oxford - 01865 778225 / info@minoli.co.uk

Corporate Clients - Please ask to speak to your account manager directly.

Outdoor Product Enquiries - 01865 778225 / outdoor@minoli.co.uk

 
Alternatively, you can see full details and technical specifications of these ranges and many more on our website 
minoli.co.uk.

Get in touch
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